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Plain Language Summary: Typhoons and hurricanes (collectively known as tropical cyclones)
are one of the most destructive natural phenomena, and their prediction is an important task of
weather and climate models. In this study, we evaluated nine global storm-resolving models, that
is, models with high enough resolution to explicitly simulate the thunderstorms that make up the
cyclone power engine, in their ability to simulate tropical cyclones. We found that the models are
able to simulate cyclones more realistically than previous generations of global models. For
example, unlike current-generation global models, the tested models are able to capture the
cyclone eyewall and its extreme winds. But the models are not perfect, and continued work in
improving the models is needed to exploit their full potential in tropical cyclone prediction.
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Figure 1: Tropical cyclone wind-pressure relationships from observations (black) and nine global storm-resolving
models (orange). The curves are least-squares fitted quadratic functions. Note: the peculiar shape of the fit line in
SAM (h) is not caused by the obvious outlier at 65 m s-1 and 950 hPa. Excluding this outlier will not change the fit
substantially.
Figure 2: Snapshots of 10-m wind speed of the strongest storm from each model at the time of peak intensity.

● Global storm-resolving models produce realistic tropical cyclones and remove long
standing issues known from global models such as the deficiency to accurately simulate
tropical cyclone intensity.
● Tropical cyclones are strongly affected by model formulation, and all models suffer from
unique biases regarding the number of cyclones, intensity, size, and structure
● Some of the nine models investigated here simulated tropical cyclones better than others,
but no single model was the “best” in every way.

